1...ARREST  LARRY HELLER & PERSHING  101506
Officers stopped a vehicle for traffic violations at 3:30AM and observed the driver to be under the influence. CHP responded and processed the driver for driving under the influence.

2...BATTERY  PUBLIC SAFETY  101506
Victim reports she was struck several times on the back while attending a party. Report filed.

3...THEFT  SOUTHWEST HALL  101606
Victim stated he left his wallet unattended on his desk with the door ajar. When the victim returned, the wallet was missing along with $60.

4...LOST PROPERTY  CAMPUS WIDE  101896
Reporting party states he lost his black Samsung cellular phone somewhere on campus.

5...ARREST  RAYMOND GREAT  101906
A staff member reported someone sitting on a table in Raymond Great acting strange. The subject was ripping up papers at 2:30AM. Officers contacted the 39 year old male and learned he had three outstanding warrants for his arrest. Subject was booked into the county jail.

6...THEFT  GRACE COVELL  101906
Victim reports earlier in the week, she attended an event at Grace Covell. She placed her camera on a table to assist with serving some food and when she returned a few minutes later, the camera was gone.

7...THEFT  WPC  101906
Suspects used a metal device to enter a food vending and remove the contents. The loss was estimated at $50.

8...VANDALISM  DAVE BRUBECK WAY  102006
Victim reports responsible wrote obscene material on his white Mitsubishi.

9...LOST PROPERTY  CAMPUS WIDE  102006
Subject reports losing their Louie Vuitton purse somewhere on campus.
10..DISTURBANCE   DRAKE APARTMENT   102106
Officers were dispatched to the Drake Apartments on a suspicious person.
Officers arrived and found a subject under the influence. Subject was transported back to his room.

11..VANDALISM   GRACE COVELL   102106
Resident reports someone pushed hard on her door which damaged the locking mechanism. Report filed and Physical Plant notified to make the repairs.

12..MEDICAL TRANSPORT   FARLEY HOUSE   102106
Officers were dispatched to the call location and found a subject on his bed sweating profusely. The subject admitted to taking some acid earlier and marijuana. He had a negative reaction to it. He was transported to St Joseph’s Hospital for treatment.